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Factors to consider when
planning a home office

A

s technology has made working
remotely easier, more and more
professionals are working from home.
Working from home can help working parents
save money on childcare costs and help all
workers avoid rush hour traffic jams and the
costs of commuting to and from the office.
The right working environment is essential
for men and women who work from home.
An environment that’s conducive to work
can help people increase their productivity
and make their employers more likely to
allow more employees to work from home.
Professionals who are new to working from
home may find it takes some time before they
can create the perfect working environment,
but the following are a few factors to consider
when planning a home office.
SPACE
One of the disadvantages to working from
home is that remote workers don’t have
access to the same level of equipment as
in the main office, such as color copiers or
scanners. If you want to include even scaleddown versions of such equipment in your
office, you will need ample space. In addition,
less spacious home offices can feel too tight
and enclosed, making workers uncomfortable
and less enthusiastic about working every
day. Pick a spot in your home that affords
room for your equipment and the ability to
move around so you don’t feel cramped
throughout the workday.
LIGHTING
Lighting is another factor remote workers
must consider when they’re planning their
home offices. Natural light can provide an
energetic boost and improve your mood, so
choose a room in your home that gets lots of
sunlight during the day. Many professionals

who work remotely do so from the basements
of their homes, which can make it difficult to
rely on natural light. If the basement is the
only location in your home that can fit a home
office, look for lighting sources that replicate
daylight so you are not working in dark
quarters. Speak with your physician about
how to arrange lighting to reduce eyestrain
caused by staring at a computer.
CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity also must be considered when
planning a home office. While wireless
Internet has made Internet dead zones less
problematic, certain areas or rooms in your
home may still be touch-and-go with regard
to Internet connectivity. Such areas should
be avoided when choosing a room for your
home office, as it can be difficult to remain
productive if your connection to your office’s
external server is routinely compromised.
Find an area where the wireless connection
is always strong.
DISTRACTIONS
While your home might be empty for much
of the day, you don’t want to be distracted
when the kids come home from school or
when your spouse or roommate arrives home
from work. Avoid putting your home office too
close to popular hangout areas in your home,
such as the kitchen and the living room.
Instead, choose a room where you have lots
of privacy so you can focus on your work and
won’t be routinely interrupted.
Working from home can pay numerous
dividends, but professionals who telework
must put careful thought into the rooms or
areas of their homes where they plan to
work.

The problem
with hard water

Hard water can cause scaling,
deposits inside of pipes,
reduced cleaning ability, and
several other problems.

H

ome ownership opens people’s eyes
to many new experiences, even
requiring homeowners to familiarize
themselves with certain things they never
encountered as renters. Homeowners
become novice plumbers, electricians,
horticulturists, and even chemists as they
wade through the projects and repairs
involved with owning a home.
Outside of high school chemistry class,
you may never have given thought to water
composition and how it changes. However,
once you become a homeowner, you may
have to pay special attention to the type of
water bubbling out of your faucets. Hard
water is a common concern, and it can
affect appliances and other parts of the
home.
What is hard water?
Hard water affects about 85 percent of
the United States, according to the Water
Quality Association. Although not harmful to
human health, hard water can impact one’s
daily life in other ways.
Hard water is formed when water moves
through soil and rock. It dissolves very small
amounts of minerals and holds them in a
solution. Calcium and magnesium are the
most common minerals to turn water “hard.”
The more magnesium and calcium water
dissolves, the harder it becomes.

From nuisance to damaging
Hard water can not only be a minor
headache, but also something more serious.
Hard water can interfere with various
cleaning tasks and also personal grooming.
Clothes washed in hard water may not be
fully clean and may appear dingy. Hard
water can cause a film on surfaces, such as
bath tiles and tubs. Some people find that
their hair and skin can appear dull and sticky
due to hard water.
Hard water can have other effects, too. Over
time, the water can deposit minerals on
the inside of pipes, reducing water flow. If
these deposits grow thick, you may have a
plumbing issue on your hands. Furthermore,
mineral deposits can harm appliances, such
as water heaters, washing machines and
dishwashers. Eventually, hard water may
render these appliances ineffective, and
they will need to be replaced.
Treatment options
Considering hard water is such a common
concern, a number of treatment options
exist. The main types of water-softening
systems use either a packaged water
softener or a mechanical water-softening
unit.
Packaged water softeners are chemicals
that bond with the calcium and magnesium
ions in the water so that they cannot
interfere with cleaning efficiency. These
chemicals fall into two categories:
precipitating and nonprecipitating.
Precipitating softeners are borax and
washing soda and can affect pH levels
of water and make water cloudy.
Nonprecipitating softeners use phosphates.
Alkalinity won’t be increased, and usually
there is no cloudiness or buildup. These
products are typically added to laundry loads
and the like and are not recommended for
drinking water.
Mechanical water-softening systems are
hooked up directly to the plumbing of the
house. They are ion-exchange systems that
will add salt to the water. Although it can
be safe to drink, softened water may not be
recommended for those who are on lowsodium diets.
Hard water is a problem many homeowners
have to face. It can affect a home’s
appliances’ performance and cleaning
abilities. Water hardness can be managed,
and it is best to consult with an expert watersoftening system manufacturer about your
options.
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4 simple ways to winterize your home

A

s winter approaches, homeowners
know they must do certain things to
ready their homes for the coming
months. Wrapping up the grill and closing
the pool are no-brainers, but homeowners
also must prioritize winterizing their homes
to ensure homes withstand the winter.
Winterizing tasks range from small to
big, but each can protect a home and
its inhabitants and some can even save
homeowners a substantial amount of
money. The following are four simple ways
to winterize your home.

Trimming hanging branches and removing debris
from their yards is one simple way homeowners
can prepare their properties for winter.

1. Plug leaks
Leaky windows and doorways can
cost homeowners money year-round,
allowing cold air to escape on hot summer
afternoons and letting cold air in on brisk
winter nights. When such leaks aren’t fixed,
homeowners are more liable to turn up their
air conditioners or heaters, unnecessarily
padding their energy bills along the way.
Before winter arrives, check areas around
windows and door frames for leaks, as
well as any additional openings, such as

All Tree Work
Take downs, trimming, topping,
remove deadwood, fill cavities,
shape up’s and remove stumps
Clearing Land and Storm Damage
We will clear your land or lot
of any debris or structure
At Henderson Tree Expert, we take pride in
providing our customers with high quality
services, personalized for their unique needs.
We are available to take your order 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Our staff members are
professional, courteous and efficient.

chimneys, that may allow cold air in. Use
caulk or weather strips to plug these leaks,
and enjoy your warmer home and lower
energy bills as winter weather gets colder
and colder.
2. Inspect your chimney
If your home has a chimney, chances are
you have not used it since last winter.
During that time, the chimney has likely
accumulated some dirt and grime, and
may even have served as home to some
uninvited critters. As the season for fireside
chats approaches, have your chimney
serviced by a professional so it’s ready
for use and you are not greeted by some
unwanted guests upon lighting your first fire.
3. Clear the yard
Autumn days, particularly late autumn
days, can be gusty, and strong winds can
cause branches to fall off trees. Branches
big and small can cause damage to cars,
siding and roofs, and smaller branches
can get clogged in gutters, potentially
causing gutters to back up and leading to

leaky roofs that damage a home’s interior.
Take a walk around your property at least
once per week during the fall, clearing any
fallen limbs and trimming branches that
appear one strong gust away from falling
off of trees. Remove any branches that are
hanging over your home and driveway so
they don’t pose a threat to your house or
vehicles.
4. Turn off outdoor water supplies
When temperatures get especially low,
pipes with water still in them can freeze and
burst, potentially leading to significant water
damage. When you no longer need to water
the lawn and when temperatures get too
cold to wash your car in the driveway, be
sure to shut off the water supply to outdoor
spigots and sprinkler systems. Once you do
that, drain them so no water is sitting in the
pipes when temperatures dip.
There are many ways to winterize a home,
and homeowners should take every
precaution necessary to ensure their homes
are safe and warm as the cold weather
season approaches.

Henderson Tree Expert
www.hendersontreeexpert.com
864-301-0309 or 803-276-9551
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How to improve indoor air quality in winter
Plants can improve
indoor air quality by
helping to remove
harmful irritants
from the air.

H

omes tend to be stuffier in autumn and
winter. As temperatures outside dip,
windows are closed and air quality inside
homes can suffer.
Poor indoor air quality can not only be
uncomfortable, causing residents to experience
headaches, dry eyes and nasal congestion, but
also can be unhealthy. According to the American
Lung Association, poor indoor air quality can
cause or contribute to the development of
infections, lung cancer and chronic lung diseases,
such as asthma.
Though it’s not feasible or healthy to open
windows when temperatures outside dip to near
or below freezing, there are steps everyone can
take to improve the indoor air quality in their
homes.
Add to your décor with plants. Plants provide
both aesthetic and practical appeal to a home’s
interior. Houseplants can clean and purify the
air in a home, helping to remove formaldehyde,
benzene and other toxins that can make indoor
air unhealthy to breathe. Benzene is an irritant
that can cause dizziness, headache, nausea,
and blurred vision, among other side effects.

Formaldehyde, which is often found in homes
thanks to its widespread use in a range of
products, can cause watery eyes, nausea and
wheezing.
Watch what you are lighting up. Many
homeowners know that smoking indoors
drastically reduces indoor air quality, putting even
nonsmokers at heightened risk of developing
various respiratory ailments. Homeowners
concerned about the indoor air quality in their
homes should ban smoking inside, no matter
how low temperatures dip outside. In addition,
homeowners with wood-burning stoves
and fireplaces should be especially diligent
maintaining these features, as they can release
harmful soot and smoke if they are not taken care
of. Some people may also be allergic to incense
and scented candles, so keep a watchful eye on
residents and guests whenever you light candles
or sticks of incense. If any symptoms of allergies
appear, avoid lighting any more candles or
incense, waiting until you can open the windows if
you want to light any again.
Purchase an air puriﬁer. Air purifiers are
beneficial year-round, helping to remove allergens

and particles from a home. High-efficiency
particulate air filters, known as HEPA filters,
are extremely effective at removing airborne
particulates from the air inside your home.
Pay attention to pets. Like their owners, pets
tend to spend more time indoors during the
winter. That means more fur and pet dander,
the skin flakes in an animal’s fur or hair that can
trigger allergic reactions, is likely in your home
during the winter than in the summer. To combat
this, bathe your pets regularly in the winter,
making sure to wash the animal’s bedding in hot
water on a weekly basis as well.
Open the windows when possible. Winter does
not typically provide many opportunities to open
the windows, but you might get a few chances to
let some fresh air in through the windows during
winter. Make the most of these opportunities,
and when possible crack the windows when
you’re cleaning so dust and other particles that
kick up have a path outside of your home.
Clean interior air should be a year-round priority,
but homeowners may have to go the extra mile to
keep their homes’ interior air clean when winter
arrives.

Discover our

Did You Know?
Newberry Hardware Inc
2427 Wilson Rd/Bypass 76
Newberry, SC 291081644
(803) 276-8206

Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:30-6:00, Sat 7:30-4:00, Sun closed

A flat roof is more prone to leakage than other roofs, so homeowners
may need to routinely inspect their flat roofs for any areas of water
penetration. Another way to prevent leaks is to install gutter systems
correctly. Gutters should not be hung completely level, but angled
toward the roof’s downspouts and drains. This angle will better facilitate
water flow.
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Coping with
condensation and other
home moisture issues

F

inding the right moisture balance in
a home can be challenging. Too little
moisture and a home can be plagued
by static electricity and interior spaces
that can feel dry and uncomfortable. But
too much moisture in a home may make
it susceptible to mold, mildew and insect
infestations. Moisture also can rot wood and
cause unsightly stains on walls and ceilings.
Maintaining humidity in the optimal indoor
range helps to keep the home safe, reduce
energy consumption and keep a home’s
occupants healthy. Damp conditions can
lead to the growth of fungi, viruses and
bacteria and may exacerbate people’s
asthma and allergies. The ideal relative
humidity range of a home should be between
40 to 50, according to heating and cooling
experts and the Environmental Prevention
Agency. Humidity should be even lower
in the winter to prevent condensation on
windows and other surfaces. Lower relative
humidity also reduces the out-gassing of
volatile organic compounds, or VOCs.
Measure humidity with a hygrometer to get
an accurate assessment. If the humidity
levels fall above or below the desired range,
action should be taken. Homeowners dealing
with excessive moisture can try these
remedies.
Ventilate areas of the home. Ventilation
can be the first step to reducing indoor
humidity. Target the areas that create
the most moisture, such as kitchens and
bathrooms. Turn on venting fans to remove
moist air from the bathroom during showers
and baths. Exhaust hoods can control
humidity from cooking in the kitchen. When

possible, open windows on dry days to help
air out damp spaces.
Rely on fans. Use fans to circulate the air
and prevent moist air from pooling in certain
locations. Fans also will help increase
ventilation.
Keep gutters and downspouts clean.
Prevent water from pooling around the
foundation of a home and infiltrating the
basement or crawlspace. Direct gutter water
further away from the house if possible, and
keep gutters free of obstructions.
Service HVAC systems regularly.
Routine inspections of heating and cooling
systems can identify any problems, such as
clogged air-conditioning drain lines or faulty
operation, that can contribute to moisture
problems.
Beef up insulation. Insulate cold water
pipes and look into insulated toilet tanks
that will help eliminate condensation issues.
Sealing out moisture in a basement or
crawlspace also can help. Vapor barriers can
eliminate a great deal of moisture coming
into the home.
Address any plumbing leaks. Make sure
you trace possible leaks to their sources
and have them repaired. Constantly dripping
water can add to humidity levels and create
other problems.
Use a dehumidiﬁer. If all other efforts
have been tried, a dehumidifier unit can
help remove excess moisture from the air.
Dehumidifiers are particularly helpful in
basements where moisture can collect.
Controlling moisture in a home results in a
safer and healthier space.

Featuring 5 new door styles,
with a total of 12 new door
options and 8 new color options!

6807 SC-219, Newberry, SC 29108 • (803) 276-1257

00780598

Target indoor
moisture at its
sources, such as
bathrooms and
kitchens.
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Retirement is closer
than you think.

Guide to replacing
home siding
Finding a qualified
contractor is an
important component
to any siding project.

Instead of Certificates of Deposit, ask about a Single
Premium Deferred Annuity with a First-Year Interest
Bonus from WoodmenLife.
August initial guaranteed interest rates are:

4.05

%

Payable on a certificate with
annuity values of

$10,000-$24,999.

4.30 %

Payable on a certificate with
annuity values of

$25,000-$99,999.

4.50 %

Payable on a certificate with
annuity values of

$100,000-$499,999.

• The rates apply to certificates issued in
August 2015. The initial interest rate of 4.05% is
guaranteed for the first certificate year and
includes a first-year-only interest bonus of 3.00%.
This initial rate is payable on a certificate with
annuity values of $10,000-$24,999. The initial
interest rate of 4.30% is guaranteed for the first
certificate year and includes a first-year-only
interest bonus of 3.00%. This initial rate is
payable on a certificate with annuity values of
$25,000-$99,999. The initial interest rate of
4.50% is guaranteed for the first certificate year
and includes a first-year-only interest bonus of
3.00%. This initial rate is payable on a certificate
with annuity values of $100,000-$499,999. After
the first certificate year, a secondary interest
rate of 1.00% is guaranteed until the end of
the surrender charge period, and a minimum
interest rate of 1.00% is guaranteed thereafter.
Renewal interest rates are set monthly by
WoodmenLife and will never be lower than those
guaranteed. Call for current rates on certificates
with higher annuity values. Product may not be
available in all states. Contact a WoodmenLife
Representative to find out if this product is right
for you. Membership is part of eligibility.
• Certificate 7961-XX-0707, 7961-02-0905

Secondary guaranteed interest rate through surrender charge period is 1.00%.
Minimum guaranteed interest rate is 1.00%.
Paul E Winters
Area
Manager
Name, Designation
196 Times Blvd | Union, SC 29379
Title
Address
Phone: 864-427-7595
City, State, ZIP
Mobile Phone: 864-426-1420
000-000-0000
Fax: 864-427-7595
pewinters@woodmen.org
CD1073 8/15

F

ew home improvements can transform a
home more than the installation of new
siding. Replacing siding can be a costly
venture, but the right siding will maintain its
appeal for years to come.
Updated siding can improve home’s energy
value by enabling owners to save on heating
and cooling costs. A new design and color
also can improve a home’s property value
and set it apart from neighboring properties.
According to the Professional Builder’s
Home Exteriors Survey, exterior design and
materials used are a top priority for new
home buyers.
Project costs depend on the size of the home
as well as which siding material homeowners
choose. Considering new siding is a major
renovation, it pays to get the job done right.
Choose a qualiﬁed contractor
It is important for consumers to do their
research when it comes to siding materials
and contractors. A contractor who takes
shortcuts or improperly installs the siding
may void a manufacturer’s warranty.
Always ask family members and friends
for recommendations before choosing a
contractor, and check out each prospective
contractor’s work for yourself. Interview more
than one contractor and compare both their
costs and what they offer. Ask plenty of
questions of the contractors, and avoid those
who try hard-sell methods. Questionable
contractors may try strategies like a promise
of a considerable discount if you “act now” or
scare tactics that your home is unsafe in its
present condition.
Be sure the contractor carries general liability
insurance as well as workers’ compensation

insurance for their subcontractors. Ask for a
license number as well and verify its accuracy.
Select a durable material
Siding comes in all types of materials — from
wood to plastic to fiber cement — but vinyl
is among the most popular due to cost and
availability. Research how well particular
brands of siding stand up to conditions and
which are the least likely to crack, warp or
discolor. Find this information from online
reviews or through consumer advocacy
groups. Also remember, vinyl and other
synthetic materials have improved and can
now mimic the look of many other materials
for a fraction of the cost.
Calculate how much you need
Before you price out siding with contractors,
estimate how much you will need for
your house. Consumer Reports suggests
multiplying the height times the width of each
rectangular section of your house in feet,
going by what you can measure from the
ground, to determine their areas. Multiply the
approximate height and width of gables and
other triangular surfaces and divide each
total by two. Then add all the totals. To allow
for waste, don’t subtract for doors, windows
or other areas that won’t be covered. Finally,
divide the total square footage by 100 to
estimate how many squares of siding you will
need.
A square represents 100 square feet. Knowing
how much you need can save you money.
Vinyl siding can completely transform the look
of a home and make it more energy efficient.
Consumers who do their homework will get
the best value for their investments.
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Heating homes more efficiently

W

ith colder weather right around the
corner, many homeowners are
once again giving thought to their
home heating needs and if it is possible to
heat their homes more efficiently.
The United States Department of Energy
reports that more than half of the energy
used in a typical home goes toward heating
and cooling costs. With energy costs
continually on the rise, many homeowners
want to make the most of their heating
systems and use the heat in the most
efficient manner possible.
A heating system is most effective when
the home is free from drafts. Before
investing in a new furnace or considering
other drastic changes, determine if a
few simple repairs can help your heating
system perform more efficiently. Check
around doors and windows for drafts that
could force heating systems to work harder,
and seal any leaks you find. This also will
help in the summer when you are trying
to keep the house as cool as possible.
Determine if cold air is infiltrating the home
elsewhere, such as from around pipes

leading to the outdoors. Caulking or foam
insulation can remedy the situation.
Adding extra insulation in garages and
attics also can help. The DOE says if
insulation is less than R-30, the home
probably can use more. If after increasing
insulation your home still feels drafty, it
may require additional insulation in the
exterior walls.
Invest in a quality thermostat. Many modern
room thermostats allow homeowners to set
different temperatures for different times of
day, and some even allow homeowners to
establish a different heating schedule for
the weekends. Programmable thermostats
allow homeowners to keep their homes
cooler when unattended or during sleeping
hours. The heat can be programmed to
turn on or increase in temperature when
residents are expected to return home after
school or work.
While homeowners are improving heating
efficiency, they should reverse the direction
of ceiling fan blades. Having the blades
spin clockwise will draw down the hot air
that rises to the ceiling and allow it to better

flow through the home.
In addition to these suggestions,
homeowners can employ these other
energy- and cost-saving measures.
Reuse oven heat. After cooking a meal in
the oven, open the oven door and let the
residual heat escape into the kitchen and
the rest of the house. Note, it is not safe to
heat a home with the oven, and the oven
should be turned off before opening the
door.
Add a little humidity. Moist air tends to
hold heat better. Add some humidity to
dry indoor air, particularly if the relative
humidity of the home as measured
with a hygrometer is below 25 percent.
Houseplants and home aquariums can add
some warm moisture to the air and reduce
reliance on heat.
Limit use of exhaust fans. After
showering or cooking, keep the exhaust
fan on for as little time as possible so that
warm air is not drawn out of the home.
Heating a home efficiently means reducing
drafts, programming the thermostat and
making the most of other ways to warm up.

It is time to switch to a
programmable thermostat to
heat a home more efficiently.

Weekend renovation projects
S
ome home renovation
projects require
the expertise of
professionals, but there
also are many ways for
homeowners to improve their
homes without hiring a pro or
spending too much money.
The following are a handful
of DIY renovation projects
homeowners can tackle in a
typical weekend.
Closet conversion: Ample
closet space is a big plus
for home buyers, but upon
moving into a new home,
many homeowners may find
they don’t need as much
closet space as they initially
thought. Guest room walk-in
closets, in particular, may
prove to be underutilized
resources. Such closets often
come with built-in shelving,
and therefore, they make
ideal spaces to convert to
mini home offices or study
areas for kids. Installing an

extra shelf to serve as a desk
area for remote working or
homework stations won’t take
up much of a Saturday or
Sunday afternoon, and before
you know it, you will have a
fully functioning workspace.
Accent wall: Accent walls
can liven up a room by
breaking the color pattern
of the walls in the room.
Accent walls also can be
used to divert attention on a
particular design element in
a room, such as a painting or
an elaborate wall furnishing.
Painting an accent wall won’t
take very long, but such a
project can give a room an
entirely new look and feel.
Driveway: If weather
permits, repaving an asphalt
driveway can be an ideal
weekend project, especially
if an existing driveway has
endured its fair share of wear
and tear. Many driveways can
be paved anew in a single

day, but larger driveways or
those that have endured an
extraordinary amount of wear
and tear may take a couple
of days.
Storage and shelving: Much
like some homes come with
an abundance of storage
areas, others fall short of
homeowners’ or apartment
dwellers’ needs. If your
home or apartment falls into
the latter category, adding
some shelving or finding
some new furniture that can
serve double duty as storage
areas is a weekend project
that can help clear up some
space. Purchase some wood
shelving from a local furniture
retailer to mimic the look of
traditional built-ins or replace
existing single-use furniture
with newer items capable of
serving multiple functions,
including storage.
Art: If the rooms and
hallways in your home are

bare or in need of new looks
but your budget is tight, try
your hand at spicing things
up by creating some of your
own paintings. Parents can
encourage kids to create their
own colorful masterpieces.
Frame the finished works and
hang them on the wall and
enjoy your inexpensive and
homemade “art gallery.”

offer expires 12/20/15

Roofing • Interior & Exterior Remodeling • New Construction
Window Replacements • Exterior Siding • Kitchens • Baths
Porches • Garages • & Much Much More

Toll Free: 844-248-6689
info@kendallaustinroofing.com | KendalAustinRoofing.com
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Ask about our

FINANCING
options!

Tips to finding the
right contractor

The right contractor
should be fully
licensed and willing
to work with clients
to build the homes of
their dreams.

Wilson’s Refrigeration and A/C Service
are your go-to local professionals for:
• Air conditioning & heat pump installation
• Air conditioning & heat pump repair
• HVAC inspections
• Indoor Air Quality testing
• Ice Machines / Refrigeration
• Routine preventative maintenance
• And so much more!

MINI -SPLIT SYSTEMS
MONEY
SAVING

EFFICIENT

QUIET

VERSATILE

SINGLE OR MULTI-ZONE

ASK ABOUT OUR

H

www.wilsonref.com

803.276.9685 | 152 MAIN ST. POMARIA, SC 29216
00782161

ome improvement projects tend to be
costly. Because of the considerable
financial investment homeowners
must make when improving their homes, it’s
important to find a contractor you can trust
and feel comfortable with.
The vast majority of professional contractors
are trustworthy and willing to work with
homeowners to help them design the homes
of their dreams. But there are still some tips
homeowners can keep in mind as they begin
their search for a contractor.
Work only with licensed contractors.
Licensed contractors have been verified
as legitimate by your local governing body,
removing much of the fears homeowners
have with regard to finding trustworthy
contractors. Unlicensed contractors
may not be insured or bonded, and their
estimates may be lower than their licensed
competitors’ because they do not contribute
to unemployment. Licensed contractors often
are subjected to criminal background checks
as well, calming homeowners’ fears about
inviting strangers into their homes.
Ask for recommendations. Word-ofmouth is great when looking for contractors.
Oftentimes, a contractor’s best friends are
his past clients. Ask friends or neighbors
for recommendations on local contractors,
inquiring about prices as well as each
particular contractor’s demeanor and
openness to suggestions. Contact your local
Office of Consumer Affairs to check each
contractor’s complaint history.
Get written estimates. Before hiring a

particular firm, get written estimates from
several contractors. Some contractors will
charge fees for the estimate, but they must
inform you of those fees before the estimates
are provided. Compare estimates so you can
get a better grasp of how much your project
will cost. While cost is important, try to avoid
choosing a contractor based on cost alone,
as a good rapport with a contractor who may
be more expensive might make spending a
little more money worth it.
Make sure the contract is speciﬁc. When
you choose a contractor, make sure the
contract he or she provides is very specific,
going into great detail about the specifics of
the project. This contract should spell out
the materials and equipment that will be
used, as well as the final cost of the project,
the payment schedules while the project is
ongoing and the work schedule.
Keep track of all paperwork and pay by
check. Once you sign the contract, create
a folder where you can store all paperwork.
Scan each document so you can store them
on your computer as well. When payments
must be made, never pay in cash. Pay by
check and do not pay for the entirety of the
project upfront, opting instead to pay at
predetermined intervals spelled out in your
contract.
Nerves often come into play when hiring a
home contractor, but homeowners
who take a careful approach to the
hiring process will likely end up hiring
a trustworthy contractor who does
great work.

